One of the central tasks of credit institutions is credit risk assessment, in which the estimation of the probability of default is an important element. The size of an institution's credit portfolio can decrease as a result of early repayments, which changes the probability of default over time. Prognosis of the probability of default should therefore also take into consideration the prognosis of early repayments. In this paper, methods of evaluating the probability of default over time, using competing risks regression models, are considered. Methods of evaluation for models of default over time are proposed. A sample of retail credits, provided by a Polish financial institution, was empirically examined.
Introduction
Survival analysis was introduced to credit scoring by Narain in 1992. Two advantages of survival analysis are its ability to model the probability of default over time and the ability to deal with censored observations. Sources of censored observations include the end of, and early repayments during, the follow-up period, and in some credit portfolios the number of early repayments is many times greater than the number of defaults.
Such heavy censoring during follow-up can cause biased estimates of the models' parameters in classic survival analysis, in which there is also the unverifiable assumption of the independence of the events of interest and censoring, which would be debatable in the case of risk of default and risk of early repayment. Another problem is time-scale; time is assumed to be a continuous random variable, whereas cred-it repayment is measured in a finite number of instalments. As a result, the same default time can be recorded for more than one credit, creating tied observations. Competing risk analysis, which is an extension of classic survival analysis for more than one event, allows these problems to be overcome.
In this paper, the use of competing risks models in the prediction of defaults over credit life, in the presence of early repayments, is considered. A sample of 5,000 consumer credit accounts from a 24-month personal loan portfolio of a Polish financial institution is investigated, with the cohort of credits observed for 15 months. The characteristics of both credit and creditor were used as covariates in the regression models, with five such models for competing risks developed and compared: cause--specific hazard regression, subdistribution hazard regression, mixture models, vertical modelling, and regression based on pseudo-observations. The final discussion focuses on the usefulness of these models in predicting the probability of default.
Competing risks
In survival analysis, time to event is the object of study; in the competing risks scenario we assume there is a single lifetime for each individual, but events may be of different types or have different causes [Lawless 2003 ]. Every event can be assigned one, and only one, cause from a given set of causes [Crowder 2001 ]. If only one type of event is of particular interest, all other events can be summarised into a single category of competing risks, creating two types of events: events of interest and competing risks.
There are two approaches to competing risks: the first analyses a bivariate variable of time and type of event, the second a multivariate latent variable of unobserved times to different types of events.
First approach
Let ( , ) be a bivariate random variable in which is a continuous variable representing time of the first event and = ( = 0, 1, … , ) is a discrete variable denoting the type of the first event ( = 1, … , ) [Pintilie 2006; Crowder 2001] . It is assumed that one, and only one, event type is assigned to every event from the given set of event types. If the time of observation for some units is earlier than the time of the first event, we have encountered right censoring.
In such a situation, = 0 and is the time at which the observation was censored, and the only thing we know is that > . Due to the right censoring, the variable ( , ) is only partially observable. We observe a pair (min { , }, ); as a result, the joint distribution of ( , ) is difficult to identify and can be estimated only by making assumptions, often unverifiable.
Marginal and conditional distributions of the bivariate random variable can be expressed in relation to the joint distribution as
( 1) and
where ( = ) specifies the marginal distribution of the type of the first event and ( = ) is the marginal distribution of the time of the first event. The subdistribution function of event type (cumulative incidence function (CIF)) is the probability that event type will occur at or before time
Subdistribution is not a proper distribution because
The equality ( = ) = 1 holds if there is only one type of event, i.e. that there are no competing risks.
The subsurvivor function is given by
The subdistribution and subsurvival functions are related by
The sum of the subdistribution functions for all types of events is a marginal distribution function of variable
and the sum of the subsurvival functions is a marginal survival function [Lindqvist 2008 
The subdensity function ( ) and marginal density ( ) can be calculated as
and
The subhazard function defined as
is the hazard of the event type under the condition that the entity survived until time , being the risk of all types of events = 1, … , .
The hazard function in the marginal distribution of , also called the overall hazard rate, is defined as
and the sum of the subhazards is
The subdistribution function (3) for event type can be expressed by the subhazard function as
here ( ) can be expressed as
Gray [1988] proposed another type of hazard function -the hazard of subdistribution:
which is the probability of the occurrence of event type during the time interval ( , + ), under the condition that the entity has not experienced any such event before time nor has experienced any other type of event before time [Pintilie 2006] . Individuals failing before time from any event not of type remain in the risk set for all future event times. The subdistribution function (3) can be directly derived from the hazard of subdistribution
Second approach
Another approach to competing risks assumes that each event type is assigned an event of time . Only the first event is observed. is a multivariate latent random variable = ( 1 , 2 , … ) of unobserved event times. Variables ( = 1, … , ) are continuous and � = � = 0 for all ≠ [Crowder 2001] . Two situations should be considered: the scenario with independent and the scenario with possible dependency between . The joint distribution function of
is the probability that each of the variables is lower or equal to = ( 1 , t 2 , … , ) and
is the joint survival function. Marginal distributions specified by marginal distribution functions
and marginal survival functions
do not define the joint distribution unless is independent. Tsiatis [1975] demonstrated that, given any joint distribution with arbitrary dependence between component variables, there also exists a different joint distribution with independent component variables which has exactly the same marginal distributions as the first [Crowder 2001 ]. An assumption of independence cannot be verified because only the first event = min { 1 , 2 , … } can be observed.
Another observed variable is the discrete variable = ( = 0,1, … , ), where = 0 is a censored observation and = 1, … , is an event type. Marginal distributions infer how risks would act in isolation (net risk). Marginal distributions do not describe events that actually occur, but rather describe events from isolated causes in situations in which all other types of events have been removed. However, one should note that after the isolation of competing risks, circumstances can change and, as a result, a distribution of observed in isolation could be different to a marginal distribution derived from the joint distribution [Crowder 2001 ]. Peterson [1976] proved the relation ( ) ≤ � ( ), where ( ) is the subsurvival function (5) and � ( ) is the marginal survival function (21).
The hazard of the marginal distribution (cause-specific hazard) for event type is defined as
As we assume that ( = 1, … , ) are independent, then cause-specific hazards are equal to subhazards, for all and [Pintilie 2006 ]. Consequently,
where ̅ ( ) is the joint survival function (19) and G � � � are marginal survival functions of (21) [Cox, Oakes 1984; Lindqvist 2008] .
Methods
Since the first applications of survival analysis to credit scoring, a range of competing risks models of default and early repayment have been developed. Banasik et al. [1999] and Stepanova and Thomas [2002] used the Cox Proportional Hazards models separately for both default and early repayment. Deng et al. [2000] , Pavlov [2001] , and Ciochetti et al. [2002] examined the joint risks of default and early repayment, using the Cox model for overall hazard (12). This function was calculated as the sum of the subhazards for default and early repayment. Steinbuks (2015) used extensions of the Cox PH model to investigate the effect of prepayment regulations on the termination of subprime mortgages. With the popularity of the Cox models, other regression models for competing risks received very little attention. In this article, regression models for competing risks in credit risk assessment are investigated, using models which were originally developed in biostatistics. Of the methods presented in the literature, the five most popular regression methods reviewed by Haller et al. [2013] were chosen. These are: cause-specific hazard regression, subdistribution hazard regression, mixture models, vertical modelling, and regression based on pseudo-observations. Prentice et al. [1978] proposed modelling cause-specific hazards (22) using Cox-type regression [Cox 1972 ], assuming proportional cause-specific hazards for all types of events
Cause-specific hazard regression
Here, ℎ 0 ( ) is a cause-specific baseline hazard for event type ,
) is a vector of covariates, and = ( 1 , … , ) is a vector of regression coefficients for event type . Maximum partial likelihood estimation of the regression coefficients can be conducted by the iterative Newton-Raphson algorithm. It is assumed that, at each particular time point, only one event type occurs. When time is not a strictly continuous variable, i.e. when the time of event is equal for two or more units in a dataset, then the problem of tied event times occurs and a modification of the approximation algorithm is needed [Therneau, Grambsch 2000] .
The model assumes proportionality of cause-specific hazards, which means that, for two individuals with vectors of covariates and * , the ratio of their hazard rates is
which is a constant over time. A number of graphical methods and tests have been proposed in the literature to check this assumption (e.g. [Pintilie 2006; Li et al. 2015] ). In this paper, omnibus tests proposed by Li et al. (2015) are used. The ad-vantage of this method is that the same type of test can also be used to check the proportionality of subdistribution hazards in the Fine-Gray model (described later). In the CoxPH model only the event type is analysed, with all competing risks assumed to be censored observations. The cause-specific hazard for event type is modelled as if this event were the only possible one. The effect of covariates on the cause-specific hazard cannot be translated directly on the CIF (see (3)). To estimate the cumulative incidence function, the Cox PH models for cause-specific hazards have to be estimated for each type of event. Beyersmann and Schumacher [2007] , in the case of two competing risks (event of interest ( = 1) and all competing risks combined ( = 2)), expressed the cumulative incidence function for the event of interest in terms of cause-specific hazards of two risks. The cumulative incidence function for the event of interest ( = 1) can be expressed as
Subdistribution hazard regression
The hazard of subdistribution (16) can be modelled by regression, as developed by Fine and Gray [1999] . This is a Cox-type regression
Here, ℎ 0 * ( ) is the baseline hazard of subdistribution. The difference in estimation of parameters between the Cox PH model (24) and the is in the definition of the risk set needed for the partial likelihood. In the Cox model, the risk set is the set of individuals still at risk at , whereas in the Fine-Gray model, the risk set comprises those units who did not experience the event of interest by time and those who experienced a competing event before time . Additionally, for the partial likelihood, in the Fine-Gray model, weights are added such that units who experience the competing risk at time have wages after time which decrease over time from one to zero. Thus the share of the units who experienced competing risks decreases in the likelihood function (c.f. [Pintilie 2006, pp. 87-92] ). The Fine-Gray model assumes the proportionality of hazards of subdistributions (c.f. (25)), but Grambauer et al. [2010] showed that a subdistribution hazard regression model has a proper interpretation, even when subdistribution hazards are not proportional. On the basis of equation (17), the cumulative incidence function (3) for the Fine-Gray model can be directly estimated as
Mixture models
Larson and Dinse [1985] based their method on the conditional distributions presented in equation (1). The transformation of equation (1) gives the joint distribution of event types
as a mixture of the marginal distribution of the types of event and the conditional distribution of the times of the accordant type of event, given the type of event. The disadvantage of this method is that an estimated probability of type of event ( ) depends on the length of follow-up [Nicolaie et al. 2010] . A number of different distributions can be used for each of the two components of a mixture model. In this paper, logistic regression will be used for the distribution of types of events and the Cox PH model for the conditional distribution of times to the given type of event. The sets of covariates for both component models can be different. In the case of two types of risks, with = 1 as the risk of interest and = 2 for all competing risks, the probability of the event of interest, given a set of covariates , can be expressed by a binary logistic model
where 0 is an intercept, = ( 1 , … , ) is a vector of parameters, and = ( 1 , … , ) is a vector of covariates.
The conditional distribution of the survival times for a given type of event and given set of covariates can be modelled by a Cox PH model. Survival function for a risk of interest = 1 and a given set of covariates can be denoted as
Here, ℎ 01 ( ) is the null cause-specific hazard function for event type = 1 for an individual with all covariates set to zero, = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) is a vector of covariates, and = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) is a vector of regression coefficients for the event type = 1.
The S 1 (t|C = 1, X) function is a proper survival function, i.e. lim →∞ S 1 (t|C = 1, X) = 0. In the Cox model, hazard rates are assumed to be proportional and the survival function for the competing risk = 2 can be estimated analogously.
Finally, the CIF (see (3)) for each event of type can be expressed as
(c.f. [Lau et al. 2008] ). In the mixture-model approach, no assumption about the independence of competing risks is necessary, which is an appealing feature of this model [Ng, McLachlan 2003 ].
In the literature, a few algorithms have been proposed to estimate regression coefficients of mixture models for competing risks (e.g. [Ng, McLachlan 2003; Chang et al. 2007] ). For the case of a semiparametric mixture model with proportional hazards for failure time, conditional on type of cause and with a marginal multinomial model for type of cause, Chang et al. [2007] provided algorithms for a non--parametric maximum-likelihood estimate (NPMLE) of the parameters of covariates. This method assumes the same set of covariates as in the Cox PH and logit models. The above algorithm will be used in the empirical part of this study. The method proposed by Ng and McLachlan [2003] is not analysed in this paper. Nicolaie et al. [2010] proposed another method to model joint probability. The transformation of equation (2) is
Vertical modelling
The joint distribution is therefore a mixture of the marginal distribution of time to all types of events and the conditional distribution for events of type , given the event time. If the covariate effect has to be included, the marginal distribution of time to event can be estimated by the Cox PH model, while the conditional distribution of types of events, given the time of the event, can be estimated by a multinomial logit model. The whole dataset is used to evaluate the marginal distribution of survival times, whereas the conditional distribution of types of events is evaluated only using the set of complete observations. Each of the above models is estimated separately [Nicolaie et al. 2010] .
Let the relative subhazard for event type be
Here ℎ � ( ) is the subhazard function (11) and ℎ( ) is the overall hazard (12). The relative subhazard is the conditional probability that, at time , the event is of type , given that an event occurs at time . For each , a relationship exists such that Cox, Oakes 1984; Nicolaie et al. 2010 ]. Taking equation (14), the reversal of equation (34), and adding to the model two sets of covariates, and , to model the distribution of time to event and type of event, respectively, the cumulative incidence function can be expressed as
Relative subhazards ( | ) can be estimated by a multinomial logit model. In the case of only two types of events, this model reduces to a binary logit model
with time and covariates as independent variables. Here, ( ) are spline functions of time. Using functions of time is justified by the need to smooth the changes of the relative subhazard over time. The use of raw ratios could lead to inexplicable variations; Nicolaie et al. [2010] suggested including the interactions of covariates with time functions in the model, if data is sufficient. The marginal distribution of time to event in (33) can be estimated by a Cox PH model for all types of events considered as the event of interest. Thus we do not observe competing risks here. The overall hazard ℎ( | ) can be modelled by
Here, ℎ 0 ( ) is an overall baseline hazard, = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) is a vector of co--variates, and = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) is a vector of regression coefficients. The marginal survival function is then
Here, 0 ( ) is the baseline marginal survival function (8) that corresponds to the baseline hazard function [Kleinbaum, Klein 2012] . The assumption of proportionality of the hazards in this model is required. Finally, the cumulative incidence function given by (35) is calculated with formulas (36)-(38) as components.
Competing risks regression based on pseudo-observations
The regression based on pseudo-observations directly models a cumulative incidence function -a methodology first proposed by Andersen et al. [2003] for multi-state models. The main idea of this approach is to replace each censored observation by the appropriate proxy, which consequently allows the use of regression methods for completed data. In the case of competing risks, such a proxy is a cumulative incidence function for event (3).
Let be the sample size. At an arbitrary predefined series of time points ∈ { 1 , … , }, pseudo-observations for unit ( = 1, … , ) and event are evaluated as
Here, � ( ) is the estimated cumulative incidence function for event type at time , using all units, and � (− ) ( ) is the estimated cumulative incidence function derived from all but the -th unit. For each unit, both completed and censored, pseudo-observations are calculated, and the final augmented data set consists of an × matrix of pseudo-observations. Andersen et al. [2003] proposed the use of pseudo-observations as a dependent variable in a regression model. However, multiple pseudo-observations for each unit can be a source of correlation in a dataset, and therefore a regression model for corre-lated data should be chosen. Generalised estimation equations (GEE), introduced by Liang and Zeger [1986] , are generalisations of generalised linear models for correlated data. The GEE model for pseudo-observations is
Here, (. ) is a link function, and vector * includes covariates ( = 1, … , ) and indicators of time points (as dummy variables) ( = + 1, … , + ). Estimated regression coefficients for time points can be expressed as time-dependent intercepts. As a result, the model can be presented as
When a complementary log-log link function on (1 − ) is used, ( ) = −log (− log(1 − )), then the regression model has the form
which can be expressed in a form analogous to a Fine-Gray model (28) as
Estimates of the coefficients are based on the estimating equations with a prespecified type of working covariance matrix [Andersen, Perme 2010] . Klein and Andersen (2005) , in the Monte Carlo study, showed that the choice of an independence-model working covariance matrix for pseudo-observations gives estimations of GEE that do not significantly differ from the results for other, more complex working covariance matrices.
Model evaluation
There are two objectives of credit risk assessments. First, the lender wants to know the number or percentage of credits that default in each month of the credit's life; second, the lender wants to know which credits are more susceptible to the risk of default during these months. A ranking of credits according to the risk of default for each time point is therefore needed. To assess which of the evaluated models best realises these objectives, two kinds of measures were used in this study.
Firstly, empirical and theoretical cumulative incidence functions for the whole sample were compared at all time points. To measure the mean error of classification, the following measure was used
Here, is an empirical number of defaults at time in the sample and � is a theoretical number of defaults at time according to the given model. Secondly, evaluation of the discriminant power of the estimated models was assessed by the receiving operating curve (ROC) and the area under it (AUC). For any binary outcome ( = {0,1}), where = 1 are cases and = 0 are controls, and a continuous predictor , the ROC curve is created by plotting, for various thresholds ( ∈ ), true positive rates ( ( ) = ( > | = 1)) against false positive rates ( ( )) = ( > | = 0). In survival analysis, ROC curves can be estimated for different time points ( ). Moreover, the outcome at time ( ( ) = 1) can be considered as the presence of the event of interest at time (incident case) or before time (cumulative case). Additionally, due to the presence of competing risks and censored observations, controls ( ( ) = 0) are those units with > , for a large time , called static controls, or those units with > (dynamic controls). Finally, predictor can be a fixed predictor (i.e., measured once at time = 0) or measured at each time point for which ( ) is evaluated (longitudinal predictor). Due to these particularities, in survival analysis, time-dependent ROC curves should be used [Blanche et al. 2013] .
( ) plots ( , ) against ( , ) for varying . The AUC(t) is defined as
where ( , ) = ( > | ( ) = 1) and ( , ) = ( > | ( ) = 0).
Some modifications of ( ) in comparison to are necessary. Blanche et al. (2013) reviewed the estimators for time-dependent ( ), with different definitions given for the cases, controls, and predictors. In this paper, the cumulative/dynamic approach to compute time-dependent ( ) was applied [c.f. Blanche at al. 2013] . The outcomes at time ( ( ) = 1) are considered defaults that have occurred before time ( ≤ ), whereas controls ( ( ) = 0) are units that are free of any event before time ( > ). The CIF (see (3)) at time = 3 was used as a predictor. Estimators of the AUC(t) for different approaches to cases, controls, and predictors are presented in Blanche et al. [2013] .
Data
In this paper, we investigate the use of competing risks models for a sample of 5,000 consumer credits granted for 24 months by a Polish financial services organisation. All of these credits were granted within a period of 12 calendar months. A cohort of credits was observed for 15 months following the origination of the first credit, and thus the earliest granted credits were observed for 15 months, while credits granted in the 12 th calendar month were observed for only 3 months. Default was considered as 90 days overdue in payment and is the event of interest. Early repayment was repayment before the indicated end date of the loan and is considered a competing risk. Censored observations are those credits for which neither default nor early repayment occurred before the end of follow-up. There were 446 creditors who defaulted during the follow-up, 3,454 creditors who repaid the credit early, and 1,100 censored observations. The distribution of events and censoring over time is presented in Table 1 . Source: own study. Source: own study.
The dataset, in addition to information about payment behaviour, also contains typical application characteristics such as amount of credit, amount of an instalment, purpose of the loan, age of the applicant, property, and educational level. These variables are used in the regression models as covariates.
To anonymise the data all the variables are denoted by the letter appended with consecutive numbers. Covariates were categorised and replaced by dummy variables created for each attribute of the variable. Numbers preceded by an underline show the number of the attribute. Attributes denoted by _0 are reference groups. To avoid collinearity, the reference group for each variable is excluded from the models. Percentages of the units with particular attributes of each variable are given in Table 2 .
Results
All analyses were performed using the statistical software R [R Development Core [Sfumato, Boher 2017] , timeROC [Blanche 2015] , splines (part of R), pseudo [Pohar Perme et al. 2017] , and geepack [Højsgaard et al. 2016] ).
The models compared in this paper are based on different principles and require the fulfilment of different assumptions. As a result, it is difficult to find one common set of criteria for variable selection that could be applied to all. Backward elimination is ambiguous in mixture models and can lead to undesirable models with poor performance, while criteria based on likelihood functions, such as the Akaike Information Criterion, cannot be used in the GEE models. Due to these difficulties, and in order to compare the performance of the estimated models, no variable selection methods were implemented. All the variables listed in Table 2 were included in the models, except those that did not meet the assumption of proportionality that is required by most of the models.
In the first step of the analysis, the proportionality of the hazards for all covariates in the Cox-type models and in the Fine-Gray model were checked by the omnibus test proposed by Lin et al. [1993] and Li et al. [2015] (goftte package). In the Cox PH model, variables were separately excluded from the model for default (Cox def.) and from the/ model for early repayment (Cox e.r.) . In the Fine-Gray model (F-G) only the variable X6 failed to meet the assumption of proportionality of subhazards. The mixture model, estimated with the use of the NPMLE algorithm (see Section 3.3), contains the same set of variables as all of the components: time until default, time until early repayment, and probability for type of event. Therefore, all variables that did not meet the proportionality assumption for the Cox PH models for default or for early repayment were also excluded from mixture model (c.f. Table 2 ).
In the vertical approach the Cox model was estimated for all types of events. The proportionality assumption was verified for the Cox model with combined events. None of the variables were removed from the GEE model for pseudo-observations because, of all the compared models, this was the only one that did not require the assumption of proportionality. The variables that were excluded from models due to the lack of proportionality are marked in Table 2 . Extant variables were applied in the models as covariates. Source: own study.
The cause-specific hazards for default and for early repayment were modelled by the Cox PH regression (21) with the survival package. The coefficients of these models are presented in Table 3 . Both survival functions and baseline hazards for these models were used to estimate cumulative incidence functions (22) . The coefficients of the were estimated with the cmprsk package. The mixture model (32) was estimated with the use of the NPMLEcmprsk package. The results of the estimations are presented in Table 3 . In the vertical modelling approach, the Cox PH model for any type of event was estimated. Logit models were then estimated only for complete observations (see Section 3.4). For variations of relative subhazard (34) over time, cubic b-splines ( ) with = 3 knots were applied to smooth the variations (Figure 1) . The interactions of time and covariates were not considered in the model due to the large number of covariates used, in comparison with the number of complete observations. Estimates of both parts of the vertical model are shown in Table 3 (continuation). In the pseudo-values approach (see Section 3.5), pseudo-observations for all units and for 15 time points were calculated (pseudo package). Pseudo-observations were used as values of the dependent variable in a GEE model. Estimations were made with the geepack package and estimates of the model are given in Table 3 (continuation). The use of dummy variables for time points resulted in time--dependent intercepts ( 0 (2) − 0 (15)) in the model.
To evaluate the performance of the above models, CIF (see (3)) were estimated and compared. In Figure 2 , the solid line represents the empirical cumulative incidence function for defaults in the sample and the dotted lines represent theoretical CIFs for estimated models. The Cox PH model best mimics jumps in, and the level of cumulative incidences for, all time points. Only the vertical model predicts the presence of events after time=1 rather than time=3. The whole theoretical CIF curve for this model lies above the empirical curve. The mixture model gives overestimated values of CIF for most time points. The differences between the actual and theoretical number of defaults in consecutive months of credit life are shown in Figure 3 . For months 3 through 5, the Cox PH model underestimates the real number of defaults while in later months it overestimates. However, in comparison with the other models, the Cox PH model gives the best estimation of defaults at most of the time points. The values of the √ measure (44) for all the models are given at the bottom of Table 4 . The lowest error (4.48 defaults per month) was generated by the Cox PH model, which confirms the observation from Figure 3 that the Cox PH model gives estimates closest to the real distribution of defaults.
To measure the applicability of the CIF as a score function, time-dependent ROC curves and the area above them, AUC(t) were calculated for months 4 to 14. Due to the construction of the estimators of the AUC(t), estimates of AUC(t) for months 3 and 15 could not be calculated. The results are presented in Table 4 ; confidence intervals were estimated as percentiles 2.5 and 97.5 from 1000 bootstraps.
The CIFs created by the models give satisfactory results, with all AUCs significantly greater than 0.5. For months 4 to 6, the vertical model gives the best predictive accuracy of the compared models, whereas during the subsequent months it gives one of the worst. It is also worth noting that, even though the CIFs for the whole sample are very close (c.f. Figure 2) , as given by the model for pseudo-observations (GEE model) and by the Fine-Gray model, the AUC(t) are higher for the first model for all .
Discussion
In this paper, the application of competing risks regression models was proposed to evaluate the probability of default over time. The empirical study showed that competing risks models can be effectively used in credit risk assessment, but the results of the study do not prejudge which of the models would be the most efficient scoring tool.
The differences in the model prerequisites result in different choices of sets of covariates. The advantage of the pseudo-observations approach is that, in contrast with other models, it does not require the assumption of proportionality to be met, which allows the inclusion of variables which are excluded from other types of model. The predictive accuracy of this model, measured by ( ), was also one of the highest. However, the weakness of this model is that it overestimated the CIF at all time points.
The CIF calculated on the basis of the Cox PH models for default and for early repayment best resembled the distribution of defaults over time. A worthwhile feature of this model is the option to use different sets of covariates in survival functions for time to default and time to early repayment.
Despite these positive results, one should keep in mind that this model requires an unverifiable assumption of independence of default and early repayment. Borrowers who decide to repay credit before the predefined end date are often those who have their own assets for repayment and prefer not to pay interest to the bank. However, the decision to repay early could also be part of a refinancing process; borrowers who are in a bad financial condition and are unable to make instalment payments could take additional credit, for a longer period of time and with lower instalment payments, to pay back the first credit. This would allow avoidance, or at least postponement, of default.
Some banks, especially those offering services to creditors excluded from the broader financial market, may have such customers. A bank is not usually informed of the reason for early repayment, and heterogeneity in the group of borrowers who repay credit early could influence the estimation and performance of models for probability of default. It would therefore be valuable to compare the performance of models for competing risks in different portfolios of retail credit.
